
Litton Walk

Instructions

Level
Easy to moderate

Trail type
Walking

Distance
2 miles

Time
1 hour
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6Head to the Village Hall on Litton Lane (1). Beside the Village Hall you’ll see a small 

green area on the left with a wooden stile and adjoining dog gate, go through here 

then straight ahead to a double wooden stile. Keep going straight on and over 

another stile. Cross the stile and bear diagonally right, take a short uphill stroll 

following the hedge boundary on your left where you’ll be able to cross a wooden 

stile and then down a bank onto a road (2). Cross the road and look out for a 

kissing gate a little to the left in the opposite hedge, steal a kiss before you pass 

through! Once you’ve gone through the gate bear a little to the right along a track, 

keep on the track ignoring a footpath sign on the right. Follow the track along the side of the 

reservoir until you reach the dam where you can spot small fishing boats bobbing on the lake (3). 

Turn left to walk across the footpath on the dam to a metal gate on a metal footbridge (4). Go 

through the gate and follow the signposted footpath dropping to the side of the lower reservoir. 

Follow the path keeping to the left alongside the reservoir. Stop to listen to the relaxing sounds of 

the small waterfall then follow the path to the right of a redundant stile and go straight ahead with 

a pool on your right. You’ll reach a wide grassy path which leads into Sherborne (5). On reaching a 

lane with a slight crossroad, bear left, this is Whitehouse Lane and will take you back to the edge 

of Litton (6). Take the first road on the right onto Back Lane, on joining the B3114 turn left to return 

to the The Litton.
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Dog walkers: Please remember to keep your 
dog on a lead when you’re walking through 
fields with livestock or anywhere else you see 
a sign. Our local farmers often have ewes with 
lambs who are very sensitive and shouldn’t be 
disturbed. Thank you!


